Amenti Class 1
Amenti DVDs Counter Time: (DVD1) 0:00–00:40 min.

Questions and Answers
1. Ash describes the “Science of Keylonta” in detail. What points does she use to
characterize, or describe it with?
It is the Science of:
• Creation & consciousness.
• Macrocosmic & Microcosmic interrelationships.
• Energy dynamics through which matter forms & consciousness manifest.
• Biological (physical) & consciousness (spiritual) evolution.
• Humanity's relationship to its Source & the cosmos.
• The construction, perceptions & potentials of the human organism and
consciousness.
• The structure of the multidimensional universe and humanity's
multidimensional identity.
• Humanity's relationship to other sentient life forms within the
multidimensional universe.
• Conscious evolution.
• The human soul & the family tree of consciousness out of which all of us emerge.
• DNA activation, genetic imprinting, cellular memory and transmutation of form.
• Dimensional ascension, teleportation, bi-location and re-generation of identity.
• The dynamics of time, space and matter.
• Ultra micro particle & anti-particle dynamics.
• The 12 human senses.
• Light, sound, the sub-conscious symbol codes and the base codes of matter.
2. What are the functions of Partiki?
• Partiki operate as fission-fusion generators.
• Partiki create and maintain the electro-magnetic frequency fields upon which the
universe and all structure is built.
• Partiki exist within and beyond all matter forms, pre-matter, anti-matter and
consciousness.
• Partiki form and sustain Morphogenetic Fields (form-holding patterns).
• Partiki form the unified energy field that runs through the entire cosmos.
• Partiki are the organizational intelligence within all things.
• Partiki are the living units of conscious identity & energy.
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Partiki Units are the consciousness of God/Yunasai. (We are made from the
consciousness of God!).
Partiki Units are our connection to a centralized source (God/Yunasai).
Partiki are the structure of the physical and the spiritual aspects of our identity.

3. What are the points Ash uses to describe Particum Units?
• A Particum Unit is an intrinsic part of the Partiki Unit.
• A Particum Unit is a Particum-Partiki Unit.
• Particum are slower moving than the PartikA particles.
• Particum Units contain half of the electro-tonal (electrified sound) thrust or force
of its twin (PartikA). Particum Units move or pulsate half as fast as PartikA Units.
• Particum are sub-units of Partiki.
• Particum Units make up particles in our universe.
• Particum Units create sub-atomic particles.
4. What are the points Ash uses to describe PartikA Units?
• PartikA is a PartikA-Partiki Unit. (Like the Particum, it is a sub-unit of the Partiki
Unit).
• PartikA are anti-particles to the particles that we are composed of.
• PartikA Units imply the existence of a parallel universe and a parallel self.
• PartikA Units make up the parallel selves/universes that run twice as fast as our
selves/universes.
5. What is the process of Partiki Cycling?
• Simple Answer:
Partiki Cycling is the process of Particum and PartikA Units constantly flashing
on together. The Particum particle then flashes off. Then the PartikA anti-particle
flashes off. They then replicate, create a backflow and flash on again.
•

In-depth Answer:
A Partiki Unit is a unit of electro-tonal thrust, which comes out of the Yunasai;
The Partiki starts as one and undergoes fission when it hits the frequency bands of
the 15-Dimensional system. It then replicates itself and the original breaks apart.
The original pattern of that tone remains in the replication.
The Partiki that comes in first breaks up or polarizes into two pieces, a Particum
(PCM) and a PartikA (PKA). They are created at the same time. They flash on,
one in our universe and one in the parallel universe. This happens so fast that we
can’t perceive it.
Because the PartikA has twice the amount of thrust or force as the Particum and is
moving away from the Morphogenetic Field, it starts to tow the Particum and
makes it spin, reverse direction and go back to fuse with the Morphogenetic Field.
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The Particum flashes off in our universe. It expands the Morphogenetic Field,
adding to it. The Morphogenetic Field then becomes more of a thrust than the
PartikA Unit, causing the PartikA to spin and pulling it back in. The PartikA then
fuses with the Particum particle inside of the Morphogenetic Field.
Now both particle and anti-particle have flashed off.
When both have flashed off and fused, it releases a burst of energy. It sends a
quarter of its thrust back toward the Yunasai, creating a backflow that pulls away
from the dimensional matrix that we are in. (This would be the current that would
take us back home to God/Yunasai).
When the backflow is created it sets off another act of fission within the
Morphogenetic Field. Then the particles that come together will cycle and break
apart again.
6. How do Particum & PartikA universes take place in the same space?
• Particum & PartikA universes are intertwined and taking place in the same space
but on different pulses of consciousness (flashing on and off). The PartikA
universe is pulsing twice as fast as the Particum universe, which in turn changes
the angular rotation of particle spin. That then moves both universes and beings in
the universes out of each others’ perception.
7. What is a Partiki Grid?
• A carpet of light and sound that is invisible to our perceptions but exists beneath
and through all matter forms and all forms of consciousness. A Partiki Grid is a
grouping of Partiki Units by like polarization. I.e., Particum Units group together
with more Particum Units.
8. Once a Partiki Grid is formed what is the next process?
• Partiki then group by like polarization. The grids pull in more Partiki Units that
cluster together and form Keylons, e.g., like dirt building up on a fabric.
9. What is a Keylon?
• A Keylon is a dimensionalized Partiki composite that forms within and around the
fabric of the Partiki Grids. Keylons are the first step in the transition from
consciousness to pre-matter substance.
10. What are Keylon Codes?
• Keylon Codes are complex groupings of Keylons that direct the contours of
energy upon which forms are built.
• Keylon Codes are complex patterns of frequency and electro-tonal energy.
• Keylon Codes are the living light and sound patterns that our sub-atomic particles
build upon.
• They set the pattern for our DNA and body rhythms.
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11. What has a Crystal Body and what are the functions of the Crystal Body?
• The Crystal Body is the multidimensional Keylon Code structure of a matter form
or a form of consciousness or energy. Therefore, everything has a Crystal Body—
every atom, every small being, and every large being, including us. We have a
Crystal Body which walks around with us. Our Crystal Body is inside, through
and around us. Our physical body & DNA are controlled and set by the Crystal
Body. The Crystal Body sets the sub-atomic structure and the body rhythms. The
Crystal Body also sets the way energy and Partiki Units will manifest throughout
the body and the type of conscious awareness the form will be able to embody.
12. What is the process of biological & spiritual evolution?
• Biological & spiritual evolution is the process of progressing from the lower
dimensional reality fields into the higher dimensional fields. Evolution is the
process of pulling higher frequencies (Partiki Grids from the higher dimensions)
into our Particum/Partiki Grid. As we do this we are progressively merging our
Particum Grid with the PartikA Grid of our twin. We are literally, as we evolve up
the dimensional scale, merging with our double and transmuting into higher
fields.

Vocabulary
1. Guardian Alliance:
The Guardian Alliance is a group of beings from other dimensional systems and also
from our 3rd dimension. Some are extra-terrestrial, some are meta-terrestrial, and some
are ultra-terrestrial, which means they are completely outside of the framework of time
and space. The Guardian Alliance upholds Christiac principles as a way of existing.
2. Yunasai:
The Yunasai is the central Source/God, an energy/consciousness identity that is the
central source of creation. All of reality takes place within the Yunasai.
3. Unified Field:
A Partiki Grid forms the unified field of energy that exists within and through everything.
The unified field of energy connects us directly into the source from which we emerge
(Yunasai).
4. Cosmos:
The cosmos represents a massive Partiki Grid, which serves as the unified field of
energy/substance within which all things exist and are interconnected.
5. Partiki:
Partiki are the smallest units of energy in the cosmos. Partiki are electro-tonal units of
energy identity that emanate from a central source.
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6. Morphogenetic Field:
A Morphogenetic Field is a basic energy field/energy structure behind a manifest form
that allows the manifest form to keep its shape.
7. Keylontic Science (Keylonta):
The science of light, sound, the subconscious symbol codes and the base codes of matter.
8. Keylon:
A dimensionalized Partiki composite that forms within and around the fabric of the
Partiki Grids.
9. Keylon Code:
Keylon Codes are complex groupings of Keylons.
10. Crystal Body:
The Crystal Body is the literal underlying structure of the body and its functions.
11. Partiki Grid:
A Partiki Grid is a carpet of light and sound that underlies all consciousness and matter.
12. Junk DNA:
Unplugged Keylon Codes.

Multiple Choice
1. What are the two units that split from a Partiki Unit?
(a) Electrons and Neutrons.
(b) Mions and Dions.
(c) Particum and PartikA.
(d) All of the Above.
2. What is the first form a Partiki Unit takes?
(a) Strands, which then group to form grids.
(b) Grids.
(c) Morphogenetic Fields.
(d) Shields.
3. Perception of space, time and matter is controlled by what factor?
(a) Particum & PartikA Phasing or Cycling (flashing on and off).
(b) Radio waves.
(c) A and B.
(d) Anti-particles.
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4. What are the two types of Partiki Grids?
(a) Particum & Particle Grids
(b) Particum & Partikus Grids
(c) Particum & PartikA Grids
(d) Particum & Partikam Grids
5. What are Keylon Codes?
(a) Keylon Codes are complex groupings of Keylons.
(b) Keylon Codes are complex patterns of frequency of electro-tonal energy.
(c) Keylon Codes are the living light & sound codes that our sub-atomic particles
build on.
(d) All of the above.
6. What form do Keylons take?
(a) Keylons only form squares.
(b) Keylons form into geometrical crystalline structures.
(c) Plants.
(d) Keylons form rectangles inside of rectangles.
7. What patterns do Keylons follow when grouping together?
(a) Geometrical mathematical laws applying to the way dimensions are structured.
(b) There is no pattern to their grouping.
(c) Keylons only group when it is the right heat.
(d) All of the above.
8. What is the term used to describe the multidimensional Keylon Code structure of
matter form?
(a) Morphogenetic Field.
(b) The Crystal Body.
(c) Eckasha.
(d) Star.
9. What is the purpose of the Crystal Body?
(a) It sets the manifest characteristics of a form.
(b) To communicate with other sentient life forms.
(c) To heal other life forms.
(d) To help crystals grow.
10. What is a Morphogenetic Field?
(a) A rectangular form holding structure.
(b) A basic energy field/structure behind a manifest form that allows the manifest
form to keep its shape.
(c) A manifest form that keeps planets orbiting around the sun.
(d) A baseball field.
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11. How many dimensional frequencies can humans hold in body before evolving
out of biology?
(a) 9
(b) 15
(c) 6
(d) 12
12. How many dimensions are in a universe?
(a) 3
(b) 6
(c) 13
(d) 15

Attitudes & Responsibilities of Mastery
Attitude of Mastery #1
LOVE — Recognition of the TRUTH of the ALL-ONE-ness
Responsibility of Mastery #1
SELF-ACTUALIZATION: Freedom from the "Victim-Victimizer Blame-Game" and
willingness to be accountable for all perceivable manifestations as direct projections of
intended learning from the personal Consciousness/DNA Template.

Multiple Choice Answers:
1. C, 2. A, 3. A, 4. C, 5. D, 6. B, 7. A, 8. B, 9. A, 10. B, 11. D, 12. D.

The dynamics of the emerging MCEO materials involve the reality that the detailed understanding of major
topics is under continuous development; therefore, the contents, and level of detail herein, are as advanced
as possible UP TO the date of the workshop recording.
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